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A look at classic toys and how the toy we wanted as a child still brings happy memories for us all
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For many children, the Christmas season brings with it a sense of 
wonderment and glowing anticipation. There are sweet treats to eat, friends and 
family to meet, and sparkling tinsel and glittering lights adorning the streets.

But those are just a prelude for the big night … for what awaits. What children 
most want to know is what toys will Santa be bringing them Christmas Eve. 
That’s a universal feeling shared by millions of youngsters around the globe this 
time of year, as Christmas draws near.

Adults even can recall the excitement of those Christmases long ago like it 
was yesterday, those magical memories indelibly etched. And they surely can 
recall a certain toy that they pined for — and pleaded with their parents for — 

until they saw it, to their wide-eyed delight, wrapped up and waiting for them 
beneath the Christmas tree.

Now let’s take a deeper dive into some traditional toys that have stood the 
test of time and why they are considered classic. What’s behind their enduring 
appeal that they’ve been cherished by generations of children right up to present 
day and still are sought out by adults yearning for a piece of their past.

And what was it like being a kid in a “candy store” back then, thumbing 
through the pages of the Christmas catalog? And then awaking Christmas 
morning to see what presents Santa had left? 

In the following question-and-answer (on page C3), Merrilee Lee, director 
of the Hoard Historical Museum in Fort Atkinson, takes us on a walk down 
memory lane, offering some insights into celebrated toys throughout the 
decades and shares some of her own memories as a child at Christmastime.

• The Gift that keeps on giving
• A Family’s Holiday Tradition
• Children’s Letters and wishes
• Meals from a Box
• The Fabulous Tales of Mount Christmas
• Fun Christmas activities for kids
• Coloring pages and puzzles
• Holiday Treats

Lots of fun stuff inside!

See THE GIFT, Page C3


